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1. Languages 

1.1. General remarks 

The official language of Greece is modem Greek (Ma E?Jqvu&). The term ((modern 
Greek)) is used for the differentiation from ancient Greek (A&a EU.T~IK&). Modem Greek is 
used in written and in speech in every area, also in the administration. 

1.2. Forms of modem Greek language ((<dimotikb> and &atharevouslu,) 

Until the early 1980’s the modem Greek language was divided in an oral (simple) and a 
written (official, administrative) form. The official form of the language was generally being 
used in the administrative life and was named c(katharevousa>> in opposition to ((dimotiki)). At 
the beginning of the 1980’s ((dimotiki)) was introduced by law as the only official form of the 
modem Greek language, also in administrative life. 

In older maps and geographical publications, though, one can still observe the use of the 
c(katharevousa>>. The main difference between the two forms is of morphological, not of 
lexicological substance, i.e. geographicai names remain the same except of their endings and of 
the accentuation system.’ 

1.3. The Greek Alphabet (letters and phonemes) 

The 24 letters of the Greek language (aiphabet2) together with their Greek and traditional 
English names are: 

A a (alfa)alpha, NV (ni), 
B P (VW, 
r Y @ma), 
A 6 (delta), 
E E (epsilon), 
2 C (ZW, 
I-l rl m, 
09 (thita), 
It (giota), 
KK (Papa), 
A 1 (lamda), 
MP M-4, 

Z 5 (ksi), 
0 0 (omikron), 
I-I 7t (pi), 
P P W, 
X o s (sigma), 
T f WI, 
Y u (ipsilon), 
Q, Q, m 
xx (CW, 
y w @SO, 
n co (omega). 

The letter sigma (UC.. at the end of a word is written S/c. 

’ About the old and the new accents see par. 1.5. 
’ The Modem Greek alphabet is the same as that of the ancient Greek language. The name alphabet comes from its first 

two letters [alpha and beta] 



1.4. Basic rules of the Greek spelling and pronunciation3 

The Greek language has 25 phonemes: 
[a, E, i, 0, u, v, Y, d, ~0, k 4 m, n, p, r, s, t, C x, h 4 g, ts, &I 
The Greek alphabet has not a corresponding letter for each sound (phoneme). There are 

sounds that do not have a specific letter to- represent them. On the other hand, some sounds are 
represented by different characters. 

For the representation of the sounds p], [d], [g], [ts], [dz] are used two letters: 

ii=” =vt 
kl = YK, TY 
[ts] = Is 
[clz] = q. 

The same happens with the sound [u] = Oulou. 
Example: Bouppoupo6 = ~urvuru] 

The sound [i] is represented by several letters or combinations of letters: 
I/t, Y/u, H/q, E&t, Ol/ot, Y&L 
Examples: Y&q = n&i], H@Xa = [Imaeia], ‘&~a = [Imia], HMx = [Ilia] etc. 
Note, that there is no phonetic difference between the different [i]‘s in Greek. 

Similarly, the sound [e] is reptesented not only with E/E, but also with the letters 
combination Allat. 3 

Example: Aiyva = (Ejina]. 

The same occurs to the sound [o], which is represented with the letters o or w. 
Example: Kopchq = [Koroni]. 

In Greek there are also two “double letters”, i.e. letters which list two sounds: Ue = [ks], 
and ‘P/v = [PSI. 

The combinations of letters Au/au and Ewku have a double pronunciation, i.e. they are 
being pronounced [av], [ev] when a vowe1 or a voiced consonant follows and they are being 
pronounced [afJ, [efl, when a voiceless consonant follows. 

Examples: Ikti60~ [Gavdos], Nu6lrhto = [Nafplio], B&q = [Levi], IIC~KO = [Pefko] 

Again, some letters are nor pronounced when certain letter combinations occur such as: 
1. The letter Vu becomes voiceless, when it is followed by B/p or Q/q. 

Examples: Etipola = [Evia], Ewtppo&q = [Efiosyni] 
2. The one of two successive identical consonants. 

Example: JIkt?dfiq = IpaIini] 
3. The letter A within the combination pxx. 

Example: IX~rrq = [Pemti]. 

’ It has to be stressed, that in brackets [ ] the phonetic transcription is being indicated. The phonetic transcription is 
undertaken on the basis of the cdntemational Phonetic Alphabetx 
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Geographical proper names begin with a capital letter (Aiytvu), nouns, though which are 
derived from them do not begin with a capital letter (cqmd~~o ~pctd), unless they name the 
ethnicity or the descent of a person (ArytvirqQ. 

1.5. Accentuation system 

After the language reform which made ((dimotiki)> the official language of Greece, one of 
the main changes that took place was the introduction of the monotonic accentuation system, 
i.e. the abolition of the different accents which were being used in the &atha.revoussu> form of 
the language.4 The main rule of the new accentuation system, helpful for cartographers and for 
other users of geographical editions, is that one accent (normally a vertical dash - ’ - or simple a 
point - . -) is put above the vowel of the accentuated syllable in words with more than one 
syllables. 

Example: AtGu@ratXo/Didim&eicho. 

There is no stress above the vowel of monosyllabic words5 
Example: KCOC / Kos. 

If the word begins with an accented vowel the stress is w&ten on the left side of the first 
letter. 

Example: ‘Hxnstpo~ / ‘Ipeiros. 

In cases of a double letter, consisting of two vowels (01, EZ, at, IX, ou), the stress is put on 
the second letter. 

Example: Aiytva I Aigina. 

1.7. IBasic Rules of the Greek grammar applying in Geographical Names 

1.7. I. Genders and articles 

The Greek language has a masculine, a feminine and a neutral gender. Geographical 
names can be of all the a.m. genders. The gender of the geographical names can be concluded 
out of either its ending or its article. 

l The ending for the feminine gender is -q or -a. The ending for the masculine gender is: 
-0~ and the ending for the neutral gender is -0. 

l The 3 definite articles are: 
m 0 (masc.) 
. 5~ tF=O 
. ro (neut.) 
l OI @I. fem. and mast,) 
. za (pi. neut.) 

4 A simple way foi non-speakersof Greek to recognise, whether a map or a geographical publication is written- in katharevousa 
or dimotiki is the accentuation system Where different stresses are used, i.e. where the acute, grave and the aspiration marks, 
psili and daseia, are used the publication is most probably in katharevousa, or at least in a non-modem form of the language. 

5 To this rule there are some exceptions, which are not of importance in the cartography. 
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1.7.2. Ahmeri 

The Greek language has a singular and a piural.Geographical names are normally used 
only in singular. Nevertheless the following geographical names are used only in plural: 
2Qqx5, Czhq, Zcpxb, Xavui, A$qoC, ;4yparpa, KaU@xrra and the exonyms Oup&ha, 
IIupvvaia. 

1.7.3. Declinution 

Geographical names are normally declined, according to the Greek-language declination 
rules. Some of them, though, are not declinable. 

&ample: to KtMs, zou KtMq. 

It has to be stressed, that often on Greek maps, on road-signs etc. the toponym is written 
not in the nominative but in genitive if there is a previous word, describing the geographical 
feature, such as “vahey” (Korh&6a), “gorge” (Xapt%pa, cpap&yyr), “bay” (~6hoQ. 

Examples: 
. KotL&r Ahrpsr~ (not in nom.: A;Lq.~cz6~) = “Valley of the river Alfeios”, whereas 

Alfeios is in genitive. 
. CDapciryyt Capuptirc; (not in nom.: Zquaprd) - “Gorge of Samaria”, whereas “Samaria” is 

in genitive. 
. Aq.njv Oax~uhovi~~ (not in nom.: Ocaouhotiq). 
The main cases used in the cartography are the nominative and the genitive of both, 

singular and plural. The following table presents the nominative and genitive case of singular 
and plural reflecting the basic categories of the Greek declination system, divided accordingly 
to the ending of the nominative singular: 



1.74. Partition in svllables 

The main rules for the partition in syllables are the following: 
l One consonant between two vowels accompanies the second vowel. 

Example: P660< = P6 -605 

. TWO consonants between two vowels accompany the second vowel, when a Greek word 
begins with these consonants. 
Example: Mo&zro = MO -qa -20 (o~otvi), but: B&a~a = 86 -Lao +a. 

l Three or more consonants between two vovvels follow the second vowel, when a Greek 
word begins with at least the two first among them. 
Exampie : K&orpo= K&-oq~o (crrpc@a) 

l The consonants pz, vr, ‘yrc are not to be separated. 
Example: K&prcoq = K& -prros. 

l The composites do obey the same rules. 

l The double vowels, the diphthongs, and the letter combinations av, EV are to be 
considered as one vowel. 
Example: Ikpat&S = lb -paL -drs. 

1.8. Romanizatioa 

In 1987, during the Fifth Conference of the United Nations for the Standardisation of 
Geographical Names, the romanization system ELOT 743 has been adopted as the international 
standard for the conversion of geographical names. This system provides for two sets of rules 
for both transcription and transliteration of Greek characters into Latin characters, which are 
shown in tables 1 and 2 respectively. 

Table 3 contains one method for reversible transcription. Other methods for reversible 
transcription may also be used. 

The ELOT 743 system applies to the characters of the Greek script, independent of the 
period in which it is or was used (i.e. it applies to monotoniko, polytoniko, diiotiki, katha- 
revousa, alexandrian, archaic or other forms of writing using the Greek script). 

Combinations of two or more character are transliterated according to the provisions laid 
down for each independent character. The only exception to this rule for transliteration is the 
conversion of the Greek double vowels AYlau, EYIsu, OYlou which are mapped into Latin as 
AU/au, EU/eu, OU/ou respectively. 

The Greek character 5 (cAypa z&to5 - sigma final) is transliterated into Latin s, the same 
as for the Greek character Q (o@.ta - sigma ). The character o is used at the begining or in the 
middle of a word, while the character 9 is used at the end of the word. The transliterating 
medium (human or machine) should, when in the process of convening the transliterated text 
back to the original Greek text, read the character of the string that follows s. In cases where 
the Latin s is followed by an alphabetic character or hyphenation then the s is transliterated into 
o. In any other case ( for example when it is followed by space. mark, symbol etc.) the Latin s 
is transliterated into the Greek character q. 
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if the conversion of a Greek letter gives rise to a double capital in Latin which is followed 
by lowercase text (for example at the beginning of a sentence after a full stop mark) the second, 
third etc. Latin capital letter may for aesthetic reasons be rendered in lowercase, (e.g. Chara 
instead of CHara, Thalassa instead of THaIassa, Psari instead of PSari). 

The converting meclium must be aware that the special mark (matron) above or after the 
L-&in characters is obligatory for the correct conversion of the character. However the size of 
this special mark and its accurate graphical representation or position is the subject of this 
Standard. Use of other character to substitute matron where it is unavailable, is not prohibited 
but it is done at the user’s risk 

Table 1: 
Transliteration of Greek alphabet to Latin 

(ELOT 743 conversion system) 
GREEK I LATIN 1 

1 I ka I ka I 

8 8, @ 

9 I, 1 

10 K.K 

ma 

I, i 

K-k 

11 I A.1 I L. I I 

12 M, P I Mm I 

13 1 N,v 1 N, n 

14 46 

15 090 

16 Tlz 

XX 

9 0 

p, P 

17 ps P Sr 

18 4 95 s, 9 s 

19 T. 7 T, t 

29 Y,u ys Y 

21 . CD. (D F. f 

23 yy. v PS, PS 

24 Qa O,oorO-,o- 
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Table 2: 
Transcription of Greek alphabet to Latin 

(ELOT 743 conversion system) 



Table 3: Reversible transcription 

E, & t E, e e 
EI. n ck 1 EI, :i EI, ei &i 
Q. h., @I 1 El, Wi EI, Ci &i 

1 
I 

EI. EI sa) t ELex t El, cl ! &i 1 
,  - -  \ - z  \ - ,  -  , - -  I  

-  . )  - .  
I  

- .  

‘. EU cZtf8‘) 1 EF. ef I EF. ef I &f 1 

63 1 
I, 1 I I 1 
!GK k 

e &1. I L 1 J-9 1 I I 
MP M,m Mm m 

tiwn3m B. b B, b b 
mm (4) MP, mQ MP, mp mb 

Nu Nn N. n 

I NT,= tis) I NT, nt NT, nt 4 

y, v 1 Y,Y Y.Y i 
YI. UI (6) nyi -,yi i 

0, rp I’ F. f F, f f  
Yx C!qch CH, ch K 
ur,v -1 PS. PS p.% QS QS 
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Note 1 - Used before the consonants fl. 7,s. C I, # v, p and all the vowels. 

Note 2 - Used before the econsonants 9, rc, i& R, u, z, cp. ;G w and at the end of the word 

Note 3 - At the beginning of the word. 
Note 4 - In the middle of the word 

Note 5 - At the end of the word 

Note 6 - The combinations of Greek characters, that are in parentheses, are presented in the Table-2 only for clarification They are 
converted according to the provisions laid down forcach independent character. 

Note 7 - They are converted according to the provision laid down for each independent character when the vowel before v  has an 
accent a when the v  has dialytika 

Note 8 - In the conversion of the combinations u), au, qu, when they have an accent, the accent is transferred to the vowel (e.g. a, af, 
Iv, e w, vf ,  Iv, w* 

2, Names authorities- and names standardization 

2.1; General remarks 

In Greece there is no governmental agency for the centralized function of collection, 
registration and standardization of all the types of geographical names. However, according to 
the type of toponym (inhabited places, geographical features, odonyms etc), standardization is 
accomplished by the work of a number of different authorities and coordinating bodies as 
described in these guidelines. 

A Working Group for the Standardisation of Geographical Names, consisted of represen- 
tatives from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Interior and governmentalcartogra- 
phic organisations, wasestablished in July 1997. The primary task of this Working Group is to 
study the status, structure and function of a National Committee on Geographical Names- and 
propose amendments to existing national legislation for the enhancement of the recommenda- 
tions of the UN for the Standardisation of Geographical Names. Another task of this Working 
Group is- the promotion of&co-ordination of the various national authorities, currently invold 
ved in the standardisation of geographical names, according to existing laws and practice that 
will continue until this legislation will be revised. 

2.2 Inhabited places. 

The duty of determination of official geographical names rests with the Ministry of 
Interior. The decision is normally taken after a recommendation of the Corn&tee of 
Toponyns, consisting of representatives from the Directorate of Toponyms of the Ministry of 
Interior, regional and local authorities, governmental cartographic agencies and linguists from 
the academic community. This committee considers proposals for new names, usually 
submitted by local authorities, from the linguistic, aesthetic, social and historical aspect and 
recommends their approval or rejection. 

Geographical. names of regions, departments and provinces are usually determined by the 
Mi.mstry of Interior, without a relevant recommendation of the committee of toponyms. 

2.3. Geographical features. 

T’oponyms of geographical features such as mountains, hills, rivers, lakes, gulfs, bays, 
capes etc., are collected and registered by the two governmental cartographic agencies. namely 
the Hellenic Military Geographic Service (HMGS) and the Hellenic Navy Hydragraphic Servi- 
ce (HNHS). The two agencies coordinate their work for the proper depiction of these’ toponyms 
on maps and charts, the development of toponymic data files and the. publication of relevant 
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gazetteers. The final decision for the determination of the official names of these features rests 
with the Ministry of Interior after a recommendation of the above-mentioned committee of 
toponyms. 

2.4ddonyms and other microtoponyms. 

Odonyms and other microtoponyms (squares, parks etc.) within the area of jurisdiction of 
municipalities are determined by decisions of the council of the elected representatives of the 
local municipalities. 

3. Source Material 

3.1. Maps and Nautical Charts 

The official maps and nautical charts are produced by the Hellenic Military Geographic 
Service (HMGS) an&the HelIenic Navy Hydrographic Service (HNHS) respectively andare the 
foI1owing : 

Land maps 150.000 : 387 sheets covering the whole Greek territory.’ 

Land maps I :250,000 : 32 sheets covering the whole Greek territory. 

Land maps 1:500.000 : 12 sheets covering the whole Greek territory. 

Land maps 1.: I .OOO.ODO : 5 sheets covering the whole Greek territory. 

Nautical charts of various scales : 70 charts covering the Greek coasts of which 8 are 
International charts published according to the relevant cartographic program of the 
International Hydrographic Organisation for the Mediterranean and Black Seas area. 

32. Gazetteers andtoponymic data files 

HMGS Gazetteer of Greece edition 1997: Contains approximately 90.000 geographical 
names shown on 150.000 maps. 

HMGS Toponymic data file of geographical names shown on 1:50.000 maps. 

Concise catalogue of geographical names depicted on 1: 1M scale HMGS land maps. This 
catalogue consists of two parts in which geographical names are sorted alphabetically in 
Greek and Latin alphabets respectively. 

HNHS toponymic data file of coastal and maritime geographical names of Greece consisting 
of approximately lO.OOO entries shown on nautical charts and other nautical pubhcations 
(pilots etc.). 

Toponymic data file of the. administrative division of Greece. 

3.3. Othervources 

l Symbols and Abbreviations used on Hellenic Issue Nautical Charts (XEE 6.4). 

l Administrative Division of Greece in Regions, Departments, and Municipalities. Biscriptual 
edition in Greek and Roman alphabet. 



4. Glossary of wbrds necessary for the understanding of maps. 

Greek ,. 
Ms a 

Romanized 
Agios 
Aerodromio 
Akra 
Akrotirio 
AIlUUOS 

Ammolofos 
Ammodis 
All0 

Archaios, a, 0 
Vrachos 
Vrysi 
Gefyra 
Gialos 
Ereipia 
Ichthyotrofeio 
Kalyves 
Kato 
Kolpos 
Korallia 
Koryfi 
Lithoi 
Limni 
Megalos, i, o 
Cheimarros 
Makrys 
Metalleio 
Mikros 
Mnimeio 
Moni 
Mylos 
Neos, a, o 
Nisos 
Nomos 
Olmos 
Oros 
Palaios, a, 0 
Pelagos 
Pigadi 
Platys 
Polis, poli 
Potamos 
Profitis 
Rachi 
Rema 
Sidir. Stathmos 
Sidir. Stasi 
Spilaio 
Synoikismos 
Fyk’la 

English- 
‘4 

Saint -- 
Airfield 
Point, Cape 
ape 
Sand 
Sandhill 
Sandy 
Upper 
Ancient 
Rock 
Fountain 
Bridge 
Beach, seashore 
Ruins 
Fishfann 
Huts 
Lower 
Gulf 
Coral 
Peak 
Stones 
Lake 
Great 
Stream 
Long 
Mine 
Small 
Monument 
Monastery 
Mill 
New 
bland 
Department 
JW 
Mountain 
Old 
Sea 
Well 
Wide 
City 
River 
Prophet 
Side 
Stream 
Railroad Station 
Railroad Halt 
Cave 
Settlement 
Seaweed ,. ,~ 
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5. Abbreviations used otl ~Ecial land ‘maps and nautical charts. 

5.1 Abbreviations used on land maps. 

Romanized 

Agios 
Aerodromio 
Akra 
Akrotirio 
Ammos 
Archaios, a, o 
Vrachos 
Vrysi 
Gefyra 
Ereipia 
Ichthyotrofeio 
Kalyves 
Kolpos 
Korallia 
Koryfi 
Lithoi 
Limni 
Megalos, i, o 
Cheimarros 
Metalleio 
Mnimeio 
Moni 
Mylos 
Nisos 
Nomos 
Ormos 
Oros 
Palaios, a, 0 
Pelagos 
Pigadi 
Potamos 
Profitis 
Rema 
Sidir. Stathmos 
Sidir. Stasi 
Spilaio 
Synoikismos 
Fykia 

English 

Saint 
Airfield 
Point, Cape 
ape 
Sand 
Ancient 
Rock 
Fountain 
Bridge 
Ruins 
Fishfarm 
Huts 
Gulf 
Coral 
Peak 
Stones 
Lake 
Great 
Stream 
Mine 
Monument 
Monastery 
Mill 
Island 
Department 
Bay 
Mountain 
Old 
Sea 
Well 
River 
Prophet 
Stream 
Railroad Station 
Raiiroad Halt 
Cave 
Settlement 
Seaweed 

5.2 Standardized Terms and Abbreviations used on nautical charts. 

Nauticai charts use standardised terms and abbreviations to depict in detail a large number 
of geographical featuresmchas topographical features of the land area, natural and technical 
features of the coasts, port facilities, sea bottom characteristics, tide and current information 
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and other detailed geographic and navigational information according to the publications of the 
International Hydrographic Organisation: INT 1 “Standard List of Symbols, Abbreviationsand 
Terms” and M 4 ‘Chart Specifications of the IHO”. 

The IHQ publication INT 1 contains the intemationahy standardised terms, abbreviations 
and symbois used on nautical charts based on the English language. (International 
Standardisation). 

According to the recommendations of IHO, member countries have to harmonise their 
national standardisation with the international one. Pursuant to these-recommendations, 
Hellenic Navy Hydrographic Service uses in Hellenic Nautical Charts Greek terms and 
abbreviations which coincide with INT 1. 

These terms and abbreviations are shown in the following table andare described in detail 
in the HNHS publication XEE 64 “Symbols, Abbreviations, Terms. used on Hellenic Issue 
Nautical Charts” 

l Abbreviations and terms marked with asterisk anzobsolescent They are included-in the table because-it-is still possible 
to find them in some oldnautical charts. 
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Abbreviation 
cpx 

-&m 

i* 

Term English 
RUillS 

Extinguished light 
J West 

Hekopter 

Volcano 
Volcanic * 
Position dou&I 
Position approximate 
Tunny nets 

Mud 

Health offke 

Directional light 
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1 AtpEva~ Harbour 
I Arf3ac 1 Haven 

1 Fishing harbour I 
Avenue 
Stones 

I 

I Stones 

Atpw’ 
AP 

AWO 

Atpzvapxcfo 
Aipvq 

1 

1 Atuvo@&xocra 

Harbour-master’s office 
Lake 

I 

I Larrzon 1 

1 Aq.zvap@o 

Hill 
Fine 

I 
1 Harbour-masters office 

P 
M 
Map 

Metre 
Nautical mile 
Magnetic 
Mean Higher High Water 

Long flashing 
Distant 

1 

I sort 

Mv 
Mov 

INA 

cove 
Island 
south 

1 South-east 

I6 



Abbreviation Term 
-&k &aflpLbs Aumcbm~~~ 

English 
1 

Cemetery 
Islets 

OPP% 
2mv6~ oppimcos 
‘OponEi%o 
opompdr 

1 ocnpaKorpocpEio 

Bay 
Creek 
Table - land 
Range of mountains 
Shellfish bed 
High Water 
Foot 
River 



\\ 
T&?kB”* T&?bwvelo Customs 
TqX* Tqkypatpcfo Telegraph- offke 
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w 1 tiollr 

& Adjrainistrative division 

6.1. General remarks 

Greece is divided in 13 regions (perifereies). Each region (perifereia) is f$rther divided 
tierarchkally in-departments (nomoi), municipalities (dimoi) and communities (koinotites). In 
tliis edition the names of the regions, departments and municipalities appear in both Greek and 
romanized versions, according to the administrative division of the country introduced by the 
Greek. LAW (N.25391’1997). The romanized version has, been derived according. to ELQT 743 
romanization system. 
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6.2. List of regions 

I. AvazohucQ McxzGovb rcat @p&q - VII. Auzuuj EmSa - Dytiki Eilada 
Anatoliki Makedonia kai Thraki VIII. 27rsp~t!i EU&Sa - Sterea ElIada 

II. Kmpttctj MaKE6ovia - IX. Arructj - Attiki 
Kentriki Makedonia X. IIshox6vvqao~ - Peloponnisos 

III. Aurtd MazcE6oti - Dytiki Makedonia XI. B6pa10 AtyaIo - Voreio Aigaio 
IV. ‘Hxnp& - Ipeiros - 
V. OcaaaUx - Thessaiia 
VI. I&rot Nfysot - Ionioi Nisoi 

6.3. List of departmenfs 

Avmobaj MaKEsovia xaz 0,0&q - 
Anatoliki Makedonia kai Tlzraki 

1. ApQa - Drama 
2. ‘Efipo~ - Evros 
3. Kafi&La - Kavaia 
4. 3bvQ - Xanthi 
5. Po66q - Rodcrpi 

Kmprutj Mm&ovia - Kentriki Makedonia 
6. Hpa0ia - Imatbia 
7. Oaad~lhoVfq - Thessaloniki 
8. K&x& - Kilkis 
9; fi8hha - PelIa 
10. IYI=pia: - Pieria 
1 I. Zkppat - Serrai 
12. XCYA&L@ - Chalkidiki 

Azmmf McucEsovia - Llytiki Makedonia 
13. rpefimt - Grevena 
14. Kaozopti - Kastoria 
15. Ko@vq - Kozani 
16. @hr;rptva - FIorina 

Wn~rpog - Ipeiros 
17. ;9pra-Arta 
I-8. O~altpoti - Thesprotia 
19. Iodrwrva - Ioannina 
20. IYIp@<a - Preveza 

Om7alia - iTzes.salia 
21. KapSiraa - Karditsa 
22 hdrptaa - Larisa 
23. Mayvqatcr - Magnisia 
24, TpkcAa - Trikaia 

Ifivror Nrjaoz - Ionioi Nisoi 
25. 26mveos - zakynthos 
26. Keprcupa - Kerkyra 
27. KEqU~qti. - Kefailinia 
28. Amc&6a - Lefkada 

XII. N&o Atyaio - Notio Aigaio 
XIII. Kpfiq - Kriti 

Amcrj E.Udrsa - Qytiki ElIada 
29. ALTOUU teat Arcapvavb - 
Aitolia kai Akarnania 
30. A@.u - Acha’ia 
31. H&b - Ileia 

.ZTE~E~ EMtia - Sterea ElIada 
32. BOW&Z - Voiotia 
33. EGp0x.u - Ewoia 
34. Eupurati - Evqtania 
35. (09ubtia - Fthiotida 
36. #otia - Fokida 

Arsactj - Attiki 
37. Am@ - Attiki 

l7~ombvqao~ - Peloponnisos 
38. Apyo1iGa - Argolida 
39. AplcaGia - Arkadia 
40. Koprv9ia - Korinthia 
41. hamti - L.akonia 
42. M~acrqvIa - Messinia 

B@EZO Azyaio - Voreio Aigaio 
43. Af%$O~ - Lesvos 
44. Z$.LO~ - Samos 
45. Xios - Chios 

N&zo Azyaio - Notio Aigaio 
46. AWSEI&VT~GOS - Dodekanisos 
47. KU&!ZGES - Kyklades 

Kp+q - fiiti 
48. HpdllChElO - Irakleio 
49. haoi&ov - Lasithion 
50. P&!u~vov - Rethymnon 
5 I. Xavh - Chania 
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